
Today I have the pleasure of liaising with Catherine Stewart,  a Barrister who specializes in Employment Law. 
 Thank you for your time today Catherine and for sharing your knowledge and advice to provide clarity on the

best approach to take if you find yourself in a workplace bullying situation.  
 

Below are a series of questions and answers to help raise awareness and understanding on the matter.
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Tessa: At what point should a target of
bullying seek legal advice?  
 
Catherine: As soon as an employee
becomes aware or cognisant of the fact
that he or she may be a victim of
workplace bullying, the employee should
seek legal advice on how best to approach
the issue. The strategy may be different
depending on who the perpetrator of the
bullying is, the nature and severity of the
bullying, and the employee’s desired
outcome (e.g. try to resolve the issues and
move forward, or try to exit the workplace
with some compensation for the
hurt/distress caused).

Tessa: In cases where a workplace
investigation takes place, where evidence
is obtained and an opportunity to resolve
internally within the organisation is
carried out; would seeking legal advice
then become a last resort? Or only a
matter to take further if the organisation
isn't acknowledging or acting on
complaints made?

 

Catherine: Seeking legal advice should not
be seen as a ‘last resort’. It is important
that employees understand their rights
and all possible legal and strategic
options, so that they can make an
informed choice about how they wish to
go about addressing the issue.

Catherine Cont: Sometimes an internal
investigation may be appropriate. This is
especially so when an employee complains
about bullying by a colleague, or complains to
the ‘manager’s manager’ about bullying by
their immediate report line manager. Such an
investigation should be carried out by an
independent person. If it is not practical for
someone internal to act as an independent
investigator, that role should be outsourced to
someone who can be a neutral and non-
partisan fact-finder. There are a number of
lawyers, as well as HR advocates/consultants,
who offer services as independent workplace
investigators.
 
However, an investigation may not be
appropriate or practical in all situations. For
example, if the employee works for a small
business, and is being bullied by the only
owner/director/manager, then the accused
person cannot investigate themselves. In that
situation, an employee may be best advised to
proceed straight to a personal grievance
claim, and then seek some compensation
through without prejudice negotiations or
mediation.
 
A personal grievance claim may also be raised
where an employee makes the employer
aware of their complaints, but the employer
refuses to acknowledge or act on them in any
meaningful way. This can include where an
employer does no more than pay ‘lip service’
to the employee’s concerns.
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Tessa: As incidences can often be one person's
word against another (which can be a barrier
for targets to come forward and can
contribute towards targets choosing to leave
their job rather than stay in the environment
they are in), what advice would you give to
someone experiencing bullying to help reduce
future bullying incidents occurring? 
 

Catherine: An employee who believes they may
be a victim of bullying should make a detailed
dossier of the facts as they arise. Where an
incident happens, write down the date, time,
location, who was involved, what was said, the
names of anyone who could be witness to it,
and other relevant details. Having
contemporaneously made file notes will
enhance the victim’s credibility if it comes
down to one person’s word against the other.
 

This should be done cautiously however, since
if an employee is seen to be holding on to
information for an extended period of time, in
order to ‘build a case’ against the employer and
ambush the employer with everything at once,
the employee does open themselves to a
breach of good faith claim – on the grounds of a
failure to be responsive and communicative in
the employment relationship.
 

If the employee is concerned about becoming
a future target for raising complaints, the
employee should ‘front-foot’ this with the
employer. The employer has a statutory
obligation under the Health and Safety at Work
Act 2015 to provide a safe workplace, which
includes ‘safety’ from a psychological/mental
health perspective. If an allegation of bullying is
substantiated, the perpetrator should be
appropriately disciplined. 

Catherine Cont: In the worst cases
(especially where conduct is repeated and/or
serious), this would include dismissal. In
other cases, where the perpetrator remains
employed, the employer has an obligation to
manage the ongoing relationship. This might
include, for example, shifting the perpetrator
to a different team or division from the
complainant, or changing reporting lines.

Tessa: What would a typical process look
like when handling a bullying situation
when legal advice is sought?

Catherine: An employer may have its own
policies or procedures for dealing with
complaints of bullying which it should
follow. This may vary between companies
and organisations.
 

From a complainant’s perspective, what
process he or she may ask the employer to
follow may depend on the complainant’s
desired outcome. Some will just want the
conduct to cease but want to continue
working for the employer. Others may
consider the bullying is so severe that
ongoing employment is tenable, and may
therefore want an exit strategy, with some
form of financial compensation.
 

Lawyers can advise employees who
complain of bullying on their different
options and help craft a strategy based on
their desired outcome(s), whatever that
might be. 

Tessa: Thanks again Catherine for sharing
your time and knowledge with us, to help
raise awareness and provide support on the  
topic of workplace bullying.  
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 Specializing in all areas of employment
law, Catherine has around 25 years’
experience as an employment and
litigation lawyer. She joined the
independent bar as a barrister sole in 2012,
having held senior roles in employment
law including at partnership level in a
major city firm. She also has significant
experience in civil and commercial
litigation.

Catherine has successfully argued many
high profiles cases, including recent
notable cases on redundancy and
principles around reinstatement.

Catherine also won a landmark case on
stress in the workplace in the Employment
Court, and argued a landmark case on
freedom of association for which she was
appointed "amica curiae" (adviser to the
Court) by the Employment Court and the
Court of Appeal. 

Catherine holds a Bachelor of Laws with
Honours and a Bachelor of Arts in
languages. 
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A regular presenter and writer on topical employment law issues, Catherine is the Convenor of

the Auckland District Law Society Inc. Employment Law Committee, a committee which

represents practitioners in regular meetings with Judges, members of the Employment

Relations Authority, mediators, Government departments and other employment-related

institutions such as trade unions.
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